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Discuss any fofir Nano-materials and its application in the construction Industry. (20 Marks)10

OR

9

8

Module-4
a. What is LEED? How dues it contribute to sustainable development? Explain the rating

s;ystem and main credit categories. (10 lVlarks)
b. Discuss a zero ener ~uJfciingwith neat~"tches. (10 Marks)

.tOR
a. What is the ~G.e fNet zero eJ1.~ building? what are the technique through which zero

energy for a'bqilding can be obt~~d? .. . . ~ (10 Marks)
b. Elaborate s~ study of a LEEI.'X.ratedbuilding WIth suitable sketches. (10 Marks),

~~ Module-5
Explain the properties '!f'any five smart materials and its applications in the construction
. ¥
mdustry. 4i# (20 Marks)

..(

7

(10 Marks)
(10 Marks)

ORMn buildings.
ith a case study.

a. Explain any fiv~ypical damages
b. What is a building retrofit? Elaborat<*lt~~

6

(20 Marks)
Module-3

Discuss in detail any four methods of building crack repair techniques.5

(20 Marks)
OR

What is BIM? Elaborate on the use ofBIM in construction manage.ment.4

Answer the fo llowing :
a. What is 3D printing and how does it work? . (05 Marks)
b. Explain any 2'iypes of 30 printing technologies. (10Marks)
c. List out atleast 3 modern construction equipments that facilities speedy construction.

(05 Marks)

Modulc-2
3

2
~ OR "-
of curtain walls as (Y t6nd of enclosure system with suitable

(20 Marks)
Discuss the different i'
sketches.

(10 Marks)b. Elaborate on Mivan Aluminium framwrok with suitable sketches.

Note: Answer FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module.
'"

.~ lVlodule-l
<5
~ 1 a. Define ~odular construction and::fpl'U'in its features. Detail out its components with suitable
;:l sketches. ~ *'$.. (10 Marks)
t::

Max. Marks: 100Time: 4 hrs.
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